2017 MORE CONTINGENCY

- ALL CLASSES WITH POWER STEERING ELIGIBLE
  NO UTV CLASSES

- NO MINIMUM ENTRY QUANTITY REQUIREMENTS

- MUST RUN HOWE PERFORMANCE POWER STEERING PRODUCT

- MUST RUN 2 DECALS (5X7 OVAL) ON VEHICLE. 1 PER SIDE OF VEHICLE.

- AWARD CONSISTS OF:
  $100 OFF LABOR FEE ON SERVICE/REPAIR BILL
  - RACER MUST MENTION CLAIMING CONTINGENCY BY INCLUDING A NOTE WITH PARTS OR
    AT THE TIME OF BILLING.
  - GOOD FOR 1 YEAR TO DATE (NO CASH VALUE)

- PROOF OF RACE RESULTS MUST BE RECORDED BY MORE RACING

- PLEASE EMAIL ALL RESULTS TO HOWE PERFORMANCE@YAHOO.COM
  ATTENTION: DANIELLE